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INTRODUCTION
Strong connection between sex, sexuality and digital media
(Baym 2015; Paasonen 2018)
Moral and Media Panic (Drotner 1999) when the focus is on
young people (Attwood, 2018; Bragg & Buckingham, 2009;
Tsaliki, 2016)
Increasing amount of academic research on the topic (with a
predominance of effect approach) but scarce attention on
what means working in this field.
A reflexive work (Hammond and Kingston, 2014). My position:
white, cis-gender man, with a TT position that works in the
media studies field.

WORKING ON MEDIA, GENDER
AND SEXUALITY
Moral and media panic. A field frequently
retained as frivoulous (Ross, 2020). More if
we look at sex and sexuality (Attwood, 2018).
Being a gender person (Henderson, 2019)
and being a sexademic (Keene, 2021)
The study of sex and sexuality in Italy (in
media studies, cultural studies and sociology)
and academic legitimacy (Cvajner, 2007;
Irvine, 2018; Rinaldi, 2016)
Msibi (2014): sexuality researchers ‘tolerated
but reviled’ and ‘acknowledged, but deemed
unimportant’

A DIRTY WORK
A dirty work (Irvine 2014, 2015, 2018)
Studies on media and sexuality seen as problematic (Stella
2011)
Themes that are considered out of the field (Douglas 2003)
Outside social sciences and humanities the psychological
and medical discourse. And the missing recognition of
media and social media logic (Van Dijck e Poell 2013)
Losing the speaker’s benefit (Foucault 1769)

INSIDE THE ACADEMIA
A “hierarchy” (in a “weak” field):
gender&media>sexuality&media>sex&media
Scholars’ strategies to preserve their own wellbeing and work
Mimetic strategies about what they work on (Gender
and media? Media? Intimacy?)
Having a double field to have a “clean face”.
Insulation and request to collocate in a specific field (Gender
studies or media studies?)
Teaching sex and media in a neoliberal university
Starting with the career could be difficult. Some mentors
(sometimes to protect you) discourage to work on the topic
(Keene 2021)

DOING RESEARCH
Difficulties with funds and the request to “change a bit” the
project (leaving problematic words) (Irvine 2014, Jones
2019, Attwood et al. 2018)
The difficulties with ethical approval and the relation
between researcher and university
Being precarious and the complexities of doing research in
this field.
Are Universities ready to help their researcher when
attacked by some groups that attack gender&sexuality
studies?
The fieldwork and its difficulties: form the gatekeeper to the
blocked website in the University

PUBLISHING
Public debate: where are gender, sexuality and media
scholars?
The Italian system of journal ranking and the missing
of the specialistic journals
Media and cultural studies journals as good space

PERSONAL
The impact of the dirty work beyond academic field
(Attwood 2009; Hammond e Kingstone 2014).
Private questions and assumption of scholars’ behaviour
(interesting what happened, for example, to Kinsesy)
The idea that if you work in this field you are open to
receive comments\proposal (a problem the usually are
experienced mainly by women)
Discrimination and online offence

CONCLUSIONS
Considering the necessity to research and teach about
sex and digital media
The important for scholars that operate in this field to
take back the space in the public debate.
Creating new tools (helpful also for policy makers) for
approach that could help to understand instead of
judging looking at political importance of sexuality
(Race 2009), to media logic and to intimate citizenship
(Plummer 2003)
Supporting young scholars
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